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COUNCIL OF DELEGATES 
Birmingham, 29-30 October 1993

Draft Resolution Proposed by The Danish Red Cross

THE REPORT OF THE STUDY GROUP ON THE FUTURE OF THE MOVEMENT

Confirms the viewpoint expressed in Resolution 1/91 that the Movement must adapt itself to the 
changing world realities while maintaining and operating in accordance with the fundamental 
Principles,

having taken note of the report by the Study Group on the Future of the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent constituted pursuant to the above mentioned Resolution.

noting with satisfaction that the Study Group has reached a consensus on various recommendations 
intended to improve the performance of the Movement and make it better able to resolve 
tomorrow’s difficulties,

considers that some of the recommendations could be implemented immediately while others 
require more in depth studies and analyses,

considers that the Study Group has fulfilled its mandate and thanks it for its services.

Decides in order to move forward the formal recognition and the establishment of the Council of 
Delegates as the supreme deliberative body for internal matters of the Movement:

1. to establish a Policy and Planning Advisory Commission made up of 12 persons, three of 
them appointed by the International Committee, three appointed by the Federation and six 
to represent National Societies. The representatives from the National Societies shall be 
appointed ad personam. The President of the Federation is invited to submit to the May 
1994 Executive Council proposals for appointment of the six representatives from National 
Societies. The Advisory Commission will elect its Chairman from among its members.

2. to request the Advisory Commission

a) to study policy matters of common interest to all components of the Movement and 
possible courses of action and to advise the Council of Delegates on the Movement’s 
priorities and policies. The Advisory Commission takes its decision and makes its 
recommendations by consensus;

b) to identify the modalities of establishing the Council of Delegates as the supreme 
deliberative body for internal matters of the Movement.
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c) to set up an appropriate independent Secretariat to assist in carrying out its 
functions - the financing of which should be carried by the International Committee 
of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, and National Societies

d) to assure the follow up of the Report of the Study Group; with a view to 
strengthening the capacity of the Movement to more effectively prevent and alleviate 
the suffering of vulnerable people,

e) to report on these matters twice a year to the Assembly of the ICRC and to the 
Executive Council of the Federation.

f) and to report to a joint (“Yverdon”) meeting in 1994 of the ICRC Assembly and 
the Executive Council of the Federation; and to the 1995 Council of Delegates

3. and further to request the Advisory Commission to study the functions of the Standing 
Commission, consider the implication of possible changes and report its conclusions and 
recommendations in writing at least six months before the 1995 Council of Delegates. The 
report should take account of progress made to reconvene the XXVIth International 
Conference.

4. Decides further that the Peace Commission will continue until its present mandate expires.

5. Appeals to the International Committee of the Red Cross and the International Federation 
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies in co-operation with the Advisory Commission and 
its Secretariat to take immediate action in order to improve the functional co-operation 
between the components of the Movement. In doing so all the recommendations relating 
to Chapter 6 in the Report from the Study Group on the future of the Movement should be 
considered and a report on the results of examination, and implementation as appropriate, 
of these recommendations and other initiatives which might improve the functional co
operation between the components of the Movement shall be given to the Council of 
Delegates in 1995.

6. Appeals to all components of the Movement to keep the Advisory Commission informed 
on their current actions and new policies and to put before the Commission all suggestions 
for study of matters related to the effective functioning of the Movement.

7. Requests the President of the Federation together with the President of the ICRC to appoint 
a small group to prepare not later than April 30, 1994, a draft agenda for the first meeting 
of the Advisory Commission. Added to this draft agenda should be concrete proposals for 
the establishment of the independent Secretariat mentioned in operative paragraph 2 c. and 
for the financing of the work and functioning of the Advisory Commission.

8. Invites the National Societies, the ICRC and the Federation to fully support the Advisory 
Commission.
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